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Introduction
COPD is highly prevalent, with increasing rates of morbidity and mortality; it is
estimated that COPD will become the fourth-most common cause of death by 2020.1
COPD patients who develop hypercapnia have a particularly poor prognosis. 2–4
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Background: COPD patients who develop chronic hypercapnic respiratory failure have a poor
prognosis. Treatment of choice, especially the best form of ventilation, is not well known.
Objectives: This study compared the effects of pressure-controlled (spontaneous timed [ST])
non-invasive ventilation (NIV) and NIV with intelligent volume-assured pressure support
(IVAPS) in chronic hypercapnic COPD patients regarding the effects on alveolar ventilation,
adverse patient/ventilator interactions and sleep quality.
Methods: This prospective, single-center, crossover study randomized patients to one night of
NIV using ST then one night with the IVAPS function activated, or vice versa. Patients were
monitored using polysomnography (PSG) and transcutaneous carbon dioxide pressure (PtcCO 2)
measurement. Patients rated their subjective experience (total score, 0–45; lower scores indicate
better acceptability).
Results: Fourteen patients were included (4 females, age 59.4±8.9 years). The total number
of respiratory events was low, and similar under pressure-controlled (5.4±6.7) and IVAPS
(8.3±10.2) conditions (P=0.064). There were also no clinically relevant differences in PtcCO2
between pressure-controlled and IVAPS NIV (52.9±6.2 versus 49.1±6.4 mmHg). Respiratory
rate was lower under IVAPS overall; between-group differences reached statistical significance
during wakefulness and non-rapid eye movement sleep. Ventilation pressures were 2.6 cmH2O
higher under IVAPS versus pressure-controlled ventilation, resulting in a 20.1 mL increase in
breathing volume. Sleep efficiency was slightly higher under pressure-controlled ventilation
versus IVAPS. Respiratory arousals were uncommon (24.4/h [pressure-controlled] versus 25.4/h
[IVAPS]). Overall patient assessment scores were similar, although there was a trend toward
less discomfort during IVAPS.
Conclusion: Our results show that IVAPS NIV allows application of higher nocturnal
ventilation pressures versus ST without affecting sleep quality or inducing ventilationassociated events.
Keywords: NIV, IVAPS, COPD, hypercapnia
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The pathophysiological processes underlying chronic
hypercapnic respiratory insufficiency in COPD are not
completely understood, but proposed mechanisms include
increasing respiratory muscle insufficiency,5,6 increased dead
volume ventilation7 and, in particular, changes in respiratory regulation during sleep.8 Compared with individuals
with healthy lungs, COPD patients are more susceptible to
hypoventilation during sleep; the extent of hypoventilation
during sleep depends on the extent of pulmonary function
impairment9 and occurs particularly during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.
Nocturnal oxygen therapy increases the likelihood of
sleep-related hypoventilation.10,11 Nocturnal non-invasive
ventilation (NIV) is well established as an important
treatment modality in patients with restrictive breathing
disorders12–14 and has been associated with increases in
quality of life and life expectancy in this group. However,
the utility of NIV in the treatment of chronic hypercapnia
in COPD patients has been a topic of debate.15–18 Currently
available data are heterogeneous and patient populations
studied have included those with more acute hypercapnia
and/or chronic hypoventilation, for which the ventilation
techniques applied were quite different. There are also data
gaps regarding systematic evaluation of NIV-related side
effects. In particular, sleep disturbances caused by triggering
problems and/or leakage events have been largely ignored
until now, although some groups have proposed assessing
these problems in systematic studies.19,20
The aim of the current study was to compare NIV controlled by pressure only using a background rate (spontaneous
timed [ST]) and NIV with intelligent volume-assured pressure
support (IVAPS) in patients with COPD and chronic hypercapnia with respect to effects on alveolar ventilation, incidence
of adverse patient/ventilator interactions and sleep quality.

Methods
Study design and patients
This prospective, single-center, randomized, crossover
study included COPD patients aged 40–75 years with stable
chronic hypercapnia (partial pressure of carbon dioxide
[pCO2] 50 mmHg). Exclusion criteria were a history of NIV
use, tracheotomy, unstable concomitant diseases requiring
intensive medical treatment, respiratory acidosis (pH 7.30)
or a lack of cognitive capacity. The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The study was
approved by the ethics committee of the University of Witten/
Herdecke no 24/2013 and registered with ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT 01986413). All the patients provided written informed
consent before being enrolled in the study.
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Study endpoints
The primary endpoint of the study was the number of index
events per hour. Secondary endpoints were sleep time, sleep
quality, ventilation parameters and gas exchange.

Interventions and assessments
During an in-hospital stay of several days, eligible patients
underwent NIV for the first time according to hospitalinternal clinical routine processes: pressure-controlled NIV
(Stellar 150 system; Resmed, San Diego, CA, USA) was
adjusted to reduce pCO2 to 50 mmHg, measured by capillary blood samples in the morning about 1 h after the end
of nocturnal ventilation. Inspiratory pressure was increased
gradually. According to clinical practice, the selected backup
rate was 2 breaths/min below the spontaneous breathing rate.
Expiration pressure was found to be higher in patients who
showed upper airway obstruction. NIV was delivered via
either a nasal or oronasal mask, and the mask was carefully
adjusted as part of routine clinical care.
At the end of the clinical NIV adjustment process and
immediately before planned discharge, all the patients
underwent polysomnography (PSG) with transcutaneous
CO2 measurement on two consecutive nights during which
they received NIV with standard pressure-controlled settings
or with the IVAPS function activated; the order of treatment
was randomized using randomization lists.
Full laboratory PSG (Alice5; Philips Respironics) was performed according to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine
(AASM) recommendations.21 Flow, leakage, breath volume and
pressure were recorded by the ventilation device and transferred
to the PSG recording via the “TX-link” interface; in addition,
transcutaneous pCO2 and oxygen saturation (SaO2) were measured using transcutaneous capnometry (TOSCA, Radiometer)
and also combined with PSG data. All data were anonymized
and then manually scored using AASM criteria22 by a technician
who was unaware of the type of ventilation given.
Based on international consensus group recommend
ations,19 the following NIV-associated events were defined:
unintended leak (pressure amplitude drops, breathing effort
remains constant or is reduced and flow from the device
increases, or expiratory flow is limited [mouth leakage]);
incorrect triggering (patient ventilator asynchrony, ventilator
switches to the backup rate despite patient inspiration because
this is not recognized due to leakage, pressure amplitude
decreases, inspiratory flow is maintained, effort decreases
and is not synchronous with the ventilator); central event
(decrease in ventilatory drive, the effort signal amplitude
falls to zero and there is no phase angle between thoracic
and abdominal efforts; depending on the device mode,
International Journal of COPD 2017:12
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device flow shows the backup rate or a zero line [indicating
central apnea/hypopnea]); obstructive event (obstructive
apnea, obstructive hypopnea; flow amplitude falls rapidly
while inspiratory pressure increases, effort signals show a
phase shift); hypoventilation (flow amplitude drops slowly
while pCO2 increases by 10 mmHg [a minimum duration
of 1 min was specified to account for the reaction time of the
transcutaneous measurement method]).
All the patients were asked to complete a questionnaire
at the end of each night of ventilation to rate the NIV therapy
received (on a scale of 0–5 for each question). This included
five questions relating to physical and psychological reactions
to the ventilation over the previous night (condition score;
0–25 points) and four questions about airway-related adverse
effects (side effects score; 0–20 points). The total possible
score was 0–45 points, where a lower score indicated better
acceptability.

Statistical analysis
The study was designed to provide initial assessment of
the relevance of the newly defined events. Therefore, there
were no empirical data on which a sample size calculation
could be based.
Descriptive statistics were applied to all data. Mean,
median and standard deviation values were calculated for all
patients. Comparisons of the primary endpoint between the
two ventilation modes were based on comparative statistics
using a Wilcoxon test. A post hoc comparison of the questionnaire with 13 items (secondary parameter) was done with
Bonferroni–Holm correction.

Results
Study population
A total of 21 patients with daytime hypercapnia were
invited to participate in the study and were hospitalized for
NIV titration between July 2013 and May 2014 (Figure 1);
two patients declined to participate, underlying pulmonary
disease was determined not to be COPD in four patients, one
patient discontinued the study on the second night due to
discomfort caused by the measurement setup. Therefore, only
14 patients were included in the final analysis (four females,
age 59.4±8.9 years, height 170.8±9.0 cm, body weight
99.9±37.6 kg and body mass index 33.7±10.6 kg/m²). Pulmonary function assessment indicated that patients had serious
obstructive ventilation disorders (Global Initiative for Chronic
Obstructive Lung Disease stage III–IV23) with a forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) of 1.0±0.5 L/min (35.9%±16.1%
of predicted), forced vital capacity (FVC) of 1.9±0.7 L and
FEV1/FVC ratio of 54.0%±13.5%; residual volume was
International Journal of COPD 2017:12
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Figure 1 Study flow chart.
Abbreviations: IVAPS, intelligent volume-assured pressure support; NIV, non
invasive ventilation; PSG, polysomnography; ST, spontaneous timed.

4.6±1.5 L (217.6%±83.4% of predicted). CO diffusion was
markedly reduced (28.2%±17.4% of predicted).
Capillary blood gas analyses prior to initiation of NIV
showed chronic hypercapnia (mean pCO2 51.7±6.1 mmHg,
base excess 6.3±3.1 and bicarbonate 29.9±3.0 mmol/L)
without respiratory acidosis (pH 7.4±0.0). All the patients
were hypoxemic (pO2 56.9±10.2 mmHg), four were receiving long-term oxygen therapy and six were diagnosed with
obstructive sleep apnea.

Respiratory events
The overall number of ventilation-related respiratory
events was very low in both NIV modes and there were no
statistically significant differences between the two modes
of ventilation (Table 1), although the overall event index
was slightly higher under IVAPS compared with pressurecontrolled ventilation (P=0.064). Obstructive hypopneas
were the most frequent type of event detected during both
ventilation modes (Table 1).
Table 1 Respiratory events
UL, n/h
Ventilator asynchrony (PVA), n/h
PVA + UL, n/h
Ventilatory drive, n/h
Obstructive hypopneas, n/h
Central apneas + hypopneas, n/h
Overall events, n/h

IVAPS

ST

P-value

0.3±0.8
0.2±0.6
0.6±1.2
2.7±3.4
5.1±8.1
2.7±3.4
8.3±10.2

0.0±0.0
0.6±1.5
0.6±1.5
1.8±4.3
3.0±4.6
1.8±4.5
5.4±6.7

0.109
0.173
0.779
0.158
0.087
0.158
0.064

Note: Values are given as mean ± standard deviation.
Abbreviations: IVAPS, intelligent volume-assured pressure support; PVA, patient
ventilator asynchrony; ST, spontaneous timed; UL, unintended leak.
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Table 2 Other respiratory parameters
SaO2 during NREM, %
SaO2 during REM, %
Total SaO2, %
Respiratory rate during W,
breaths/min
Respiratory rate during REM,
breaths/min
Respiratory rate during NREM,
breaths/min
PtcCO2 during W, mmHg
PtcCO2 during REM, mmHg
PtcCO2 during NREM, mmHg
Total PtcCO2, mmHg

IVAPS

ST

P-value

92.7±3.5
92.2±4.4
92.6±3.5
17.4±4.0

91.0±3.8
90.6±4.8
90.9±3.9
18.9±3.1

0.036
0.169
0.034
0.026

16.0±1.9

17.2±3.2

0.064

15.9±1.8

17.6±3.4

0.016

46.0±6.1
51.4±6.3
50.0±6.6
49.1±6.4

49.6±6.6
55.0±6.4
54.1±5.4
52.9±6.2

0.307
0.139
0.078
0.196

Notes: Values are mean ± standard deviation. PtcCO2, transcutaneous carbon
dioxide pressure; SaO2, oxygen saturation.
Abbreviations: IVAPS, intelligent volume-assured pressure support; NREM, nonrapid eye movement; REM, rapid eye movement; ST, spontaneous timed; W, wake.

Gas exchange
There were no statistically significant differences between
the two ventilation modes in transcutaneous CO2 pressure
(Table 2). Oxygen saturation overall and during non-rapid
eye movement (NREM) sleep were statistically, but not
clinically, significantly higher during IVAPS compared with
pressure-controlled ventilation; between-group differences
in SaO2 during REM sleep were not statistically significant
(Table 2). Respiratory rate was lower under IVAPS overall,
and during both REM and NREM; differences between
groups reached statistical significance during wakefulness
and NREM sleep (Table 2).

Ventilation pressures
Ventilation parameters are summarized in Table 3.
Pressures were 2.6 cmH2O higher under IVAPS versus
pressure-controlled ventilation, resulting in a 20.1 mL

IPAP, cmH2O
EPAP, cmH2O
Leakage, L/min
TV, mL
RMV, L
RR, n/min
Inspiratory time, sec
Spontaneously cycled breaths, %

20.5±3.9
5.3±1.3
6.9±10.3
569.3±105.4
9.7±1.8
16.9±1.7
1.2±0.3
38.1±25.3

Alveolar ventilation, L/min

7.7±1.6

ST
17.9±4.1
5.4±1.4
7.1±9.3
549.2±243.5
9.8±3.2
18.0±3.4
1.1±0.3
58.9±28.2
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Total sleep time (TST) and the duration of the individual
sleep phases did not show any clinically relevant or statistically significant differences between the two ventilation
modes (Table 4). Sleep efficiency (TST/time in bed) was
slightly higher under pressure-controlled ventilation compared with IVAPS, due to a lower wake time after sleep onset
(Table 4). Respiratory arousals were rare in both ventilation
modes (Table 4).

Patient evaluation
Overall scores on the patient questionnaire were not markedly different between the two ventilation modes (Table 5),
although scores for the question “How did you sleep last
night?” tended to indicate less discomfort during v-IVAPS,
and the daytime drowsiness was lower compared to pressurecontrolled ventilation (Table 5). After Bonferroni–Holm
correction, these differences were not deemed significant.

Discussion
This study compared one night of pressure-controlled ventilation with a hybrid-type ventilation comprising pressurecontrolled ventilation with volume-assured pressure support,
that is a defined volume/min (IVAPS), in COPD patients with
chronic hypercapnia. The key differences between IVAPS

IVAPS

ST

P-value

Total sleep time, min
Sleep period time, min
Time in bed, min
NREM sleep, %
REM sleep, %
N3 sleep, %
Sleep efficiency, %
WASO, min
WASO/sleep period time, %
Arousal index, n/h

262.9±61.1
344.5±54.4
358.8±51.4
84.2±7.8
15.8±7.8
29.2±16.3
73.9±16.1
83.1±65.8
23.3±16.9
25.4±9.9

268.9±60.6
326.3±59.9
332.1±57.3
85.4±7.4
14.6±7.4
28.7±12.6
80.9±10.7
50.1±38.0
15.2±11.4
24.4±7.5

0.778
0.140
0.056
0.379
0.379
0.727
0.272
0.233
0.433
0.683

Respiratory arousal index, n/h

4.2±3.1

3.1±3.3

0.510

P-value
0.011
0.317
0.399
0.209
0.463
0.065
0.100
0.007

Notes: Values are mean ± standard deviation. Alveolar ventilation is estimated as
the device’s measured RMV minus correction factor.
Abbreviations: EPAP, expiratory positive airway pressure; IPAP, inspiratory
positive airway pressure; IVAPS, intelligent volume-assured pressure support;
RMV, respiratory minute volume; RR, respiratory rate; ST, spontaneous timed; TV,
tidal volume.
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Sleep time and quality

Table 4 Sleep parameters

Table 3 Ventilation parameters from device
IVAPS

increase in breathing volume, while respiratory minute volume was almost identical in the two ventilation modes. Under
IVAPS, 61.9% of breaths were triggered by the ventilation
device, meaning that the proportion of spontaneously cycled
breaths was markedly higher under pressure-controlled
ventilation (Table 3).

Note: Values are mean ± standard deviation averaged of all patients.
Abbreviations: IVAPS, intelligent volume-assured pressure support; NREM,
non-rapid eye movement; REM, rapid eye movement; ST, spontaneous timed;
WASO, wake time after sleep onset.
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Table 5 Questionnaire scores (total possible score: 0–45 points;
lower scores indicate better patient acceptability)
Condition
How did you sleep last night?
How intensive is your daytime
drowsiness this morning?
How would you rate your
physical efficiency today?
How would you rate your
ability to concentrate today?
How is your mood today?
Total score
Side effects
Dry mouth?
Weeping?
Feeling of coldness in the face?
Feeling of pressure in the chest?
Total score
Overall score

IVAPS

ST

P-value

2.5±1.3
0.5±1.2

1.3±1.4
2.0±1.8

0.445
0.018

2.0±1.3

2.3±1.1

0.043

1.0±0.9

1.5±0.7

0.249

1.0±1.0
7.0±3.6

1.0±1.0
9.3±3.1

0.281
0.108

2.5±1.8
0.5±1.1
0.5±0.9
0.0±0.0
4.0±2.9
11.5±5.3

2.8±1.9
0.5±1.3
0.0±1.0
0.3±0.8
4.3±3.0
13.5±4.2

0.554
0.593
0.655
0.655
0.813
0.142

Notes: Values are median ± standard deviation, post hoc comparison with
Bonferroni–Holm correction showed no significant differences.
Abbreviations: IVAPS, intelligent volume-assured pressure support; ST, sponta
neous timed.

and pressure-controlled ventilation in our trial were the
application of 2.6 cm higher inspiratory ventilation pressures,
a lower respiratory rate, a higher proportion of mandatory
breaths and a trend toward increased CO2 elimination. Under
both modes of ventilation, the rates of ventilation-associated
events/leakages, faulty triggering, obstruction of the upper
airways and hypopneas were very low and there were no
relevant differences between the two modes. Sleep quality
was also similar when the two different ventilation modes
were used. In contrast to other types of volume-assured
ventilation,24 we did not find any increase in the number
of arousals.
Published data on the role of home NIV in chronic
hypercapnic COPD patients are inconsistent regarding effects
on life expectancy and quality of life. A number of studies
found no relevant improvements in prognosis,25,26 while
others reported small improvements in prognosis together
with improved quality of life27 or marked improvements
in life expectancy.28,29 One potential explanation for these
discrepancies could be that the consequences of ventilation
rate in COPD patients with chronic hypercapnia were not sufficiently taken into account. Mean inspiration pressures were
12.9 cmH2O in an Australian multicenter study,27 21.0 cmH2O
in a trial conducted in the Netherlands26 and 21.6 cmH2O in
a German study.29 Ventilation pressures of 15 cmH2O or less
were not sufficient to increase alveolar ventilation in this
patient group. In our study, the inspiratory positive airway

International Journal of COPD 2017:12

pressure under pressure-controlled ventilation was found to
be 17.9±4.1 cmH2O, a value intermediate to those in other
studies mentioned earlier. When IVAPS was used, ventilation pressures were similar to those reported in the Dutch
and German studies.26,29 By looking only at pressures and
the study findings, it is possible to conclude that the higher
pressures achieved with IVAPS would be associated with
beneficial effects in day-to-day practice, as described in the
previous studies.26,29 Ventilation pressures for both ventilation
modes studied in this trial were equal at the beginning of the
night, but increased in the IVAPS group due to the total volume control, without any impact on subjective sleep quality.
Our data suggest that the use of IVAPS might allow patients
to better adapt to higher ventilation pressures in clinical
practice, allowing easier implementation of successful NIV.
It is possible that the ventilation pressure could also have
increased under pressure-controlled conditions, but this
would have required a longer habituation process and taken
longer than the one night duration of our recordings.
Use of a higher backup breathing rate for the ventilator can reduce sleep quality.30 Therefore, the backup rate
for pressure-controlled ventilation was set at two breaths
below the rate of the patient’s own breathing. Higher backup
breathing rates also seem to have no relevant effect on
pCO2 reduction during NIV in hypercapnic COPD.31 COPD
patients who also have coexisting obstructive sleep apnea
(overlap syndrome) demonstrated an increase in functional
residual capacity (FRC) due to shortened or aggravated
inspiration.32 Looking at basic pathophysiology, it is possible to conclude that patients with obstructive airway
disease could benefit from a low breathing rate because this
might reduce the extent of overinflation by shifting the FRC
to inspiration.33 In this study, the breathing rate decreased
by ~6% under IVAPS versus pressure-controlled conditions,
along with higher inspiration pressure, but largely constant
tidal volume. On the other hand, there was a tendency toward
an increase in alveolar ventilation, as shown by a lower, but
not significantly different transcutaneous carbon dioxide
pressure (PtcCO2). The proportion of mandatory breaths
was obviously higher under IVAPS. This could be due to the
lower pCO2 together with a reduction in intrinsic respiratory
drive. On this basis, we hypothesize that a lower ventilation
rate might offer a relevant benefit for these patients.
Some limitations must be noted: this study included only
a small number of patients and it is possible that this contributed to the inability to demonstrate statistically significant
reductions in PtcCO2 reduction or significant between-group
differences in other assessed parameters (type 2 error).
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Alveolar ventilation was predicted from transcutaneous CO2
signal. A nightly blood gas analysis could have been more
precise but might have disturbed the patients’ sleep and caused
some difficulties in the conduct and approval of the study.
Another limitation of the study is the application of
each ventilation mode for only one night. Future studies
should involve a systematic evaluation of the consequences
of ventilation rates and ventilation pressures, both on pulmonary function parameters and quality of life, over the
longer term.

Conclusion
The results of this study in stable hypercapnic COPD patients
demonstrate that hybrid ventilation combining respiratory
minute volume control and pressure-controlled ventilation
(IVAPS) allows comparably effective ventilation compared
with ventilation controlled by pressure only. But IVAPS
makes it possible to apply higher nocturnal ventilation
pressures, without any obvious effects on sleep quality or
inducing ventilation-associated events.
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